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&#39;Tis the season for peace, joy, and coloring!Get ready to spread the holiday cheer with Peace.

Joy. Color.! From decorative trees to festive ornaments, inside you&#39;ll find 20 tear-out notecards

to color in and send, share, or deck the halls with. So celebrate the season--and find some

calm!--with this one-of-a-kind coloring collection!
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This is a nice set of Christmas cards that are printed on a heavy duty cardstock. The cards printed

on one side and are detachable via perforations. Note, the perforations are not micro-perforated, so

there will be some roughness on that side of the card. I may decide to use a paper cutter to clear

that off as I plan to give these cards away this Christmas.The designs are very much what you

would expect, with traditional themes and layouts. There are some fairly some small details, so I will

probably need to use my magnifying lamp to see and color those bits.I think this set is a great way

to make a semi-handmade gift this season. It would also make a nice pre-Christmas gift to anyone

who enjoys coloring or who has been thinking about taking it up. The designs are not overly

complex and should not take days to finish each one. This book and a small set of colored pencils

would be a perfect stocking stuffer.None of my gel pens or my water-based markers leaked through

this heavy cardstock. My Ultra Fine Sharpies did, however. They bleed through almost everything. If



I decide to use them, I will plan on mounting the card on another piece of backing paper so that the

leaks can't be seen from the backside.

Very heavy card stock book. Images on one side of paper to pull out and attach to your own blank

card. Will withstand any medium, pencil, marker. Almost all say Merry Christmas, with few Happy

Holiday, which is fine with me. Pictures range from very simple, but elegant, to pretty complex and

for fine point markers. Clever, too. A reindeer antlers turn into a Christmas tree, etc. Stop wasting

time coloring books, and put your talents to use. Highly recommended. Glitter markers will add a

nice touch.

What a creative way to give Christmas cards! Making them personalized by coloring them yourself

gives a special touch.The paper is thick card stock that does not bleed through (I've colored mine

with sharpie pens), with perforated edges that make it easy to rip the cards out cleanly. The designs

are all beautiful, ranging from some so intricate that it can take you hours to color (if you care to be

so detailed) to more simple ones that are easy to color. I would recommend this to anyone who

loves to color, loves to give Christmas cards, and loves to make gifts very personalized.

I got these for myself, as I wanted something smaller and quicker to color than the full size coloring

books. The size is about that of a paperback book, perfect for coloring that won't take hours to

finish. Images on one side only.It is made of very heavy card stock/paper that almost borders on

cardboard, very, very, heavy. These are thicker than any postcard or greeting card I've ever seen.

It's thicker than the cardboard that makes cereal boxes and such.They are perforated for removal

but they don't need to be removed from the book to color. I enjoy going through my old finished

coloring books from past years as if they were art journals so I keep mine in book format.They all

contain mostly text as the primary focal point and all the text is Christmas and New Year related but

nothing religious. All the designs are from various designers on istock and they're given credit

discretely on the back of each design.I have found one oddity which is why I'm knocking off one

star. I use regular gel pens, metallic gel pens and glitter gel pens. All go on easily and smoothly and

look bright and colorful. But the next day the colors of the glitter pens has faded and is no longer

bright. This has not happened in my other coloring books with these same pens. While I don't

understand exactly why that's happening, I have to assume it's something with the heavy card

stock. I have now seen it happen on every page I've done. The regular gel ink and metallic inks stay

bright but the glitter fades. So while glitter pens would seem the way to go for the holiday designs,



I'm not using them anymore in this book.

Got this a little too late to do much with for this Christmas but I absolutely love it and I can see

coloring these for a personal touch for close family for net Christmas season. Getting the cards

neatly out of the book takes a little extra care but it's definitely "do-able" and I've not had a real

problem with this. I colored this image using Stabilo 0.4 point markers and an assortment of colored

pencils from various places. I find detail coloring to be very absorbing and relaxing. Don't get this

unless you really like the detail. It took me a couple of evenings to complete the one page but I love

the outcome.

These cards are beautiful. Can not wait to color them. They do not come with envelopes and cards

are 7.5x5(not standard).Does anyone know where to purchase 7.5x5 envelopes?

This review is taken from my adult colouring blog. Visit www.colourwithclaire.com for more pics from

inside the book! It's nice to colour purely to relieve stress and as an enjoyable activity, but why not

put your talents to work and create cards you can giveaway to family and friends this festive

season? Something that is personalised always means more, as you have taken the time to

decorate it yourself and give that extra special handmade touch. These 20 colouring cards are

feature beautifully intricate designs for the Christmas period, with reindeer, doves, trees,

decorations, holly and ivy, they really get you in the mood of holiday cheer!The illustrations are

printed on heavy duty cardstock, enabling them to stand up to alcohol pens and any other media

you like to use. They can be very detailed in places, so as long as you're willing to spend time with

your finest of fineliners getting into those small areas, you'll have a blast. Each card is blank on the

reverse, save for a small printed link citing the image source, allowing you to customise it however

you wish. It's a shame there aren't envelopes included, as the size fo the cards is quite odd (7.5 x

5), so it can be difficult to locate ones that fit. However, you don't always have to think

conventionally to make a gift- I think one of these would look wonderful in a box frame, given to a

loved one for them to hang each season for years to come.I'm still working on my cards, but here's

one I started this morning using my Staedtler Triplus fineliners (even the 0.4mm nib is too thick in

some areas!).
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